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Tropospheric aerosols affect Earth’s climate by altering the radiative properties of the atmos-

phere through the direct effect of scattering and absorbing sunlight and the indirect effect by chang-

ing the properties of clouds [IPCC, 2007]. The direct climate forcing of aerosols is difficult to pre-

cisely quantify because of the strong dependence of aerosol optical properties on the ambient condi-

tions and other physic-chemical properties [Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998] [Quinn and Coffmann, 

1998] [Bond et al., 1998].  

One key parameter governing the aerosol optical properties (AOPs) is its dependence on the 

ambient relative humidity (RH), which governs the AOPs and depends on the aerosol hygroscopici-

ty [Covert et al., 1972] [Charlson et al., 1992]. The other important parameter is the mixing state of 

black carbon (BC) (or elemental carbon, EC, or soot). BC is primarily considered as the primary 

component in aerosol phase strongly absorbing light [Hansen et al., 1979] [Japar et al., 1986] 

[Horvath, 1993] [Liousse et al., 1993] [Fuller et al., 1999] and hence contributes a positive radia-

tive forcing to the climate system [Hansen et al., 1997] [Jacobson, 2001]. However, this positive 

contribution poses one of the largest uncertainties in the estimation of the climate change, e.g., [An-

derson et al., 2003], due to deficient knowledge in the mixing state of BC [Jacobson, 2001]. To 

reduce the propagated uncertainties in estimates of direct aerosol forcing, we combined measure-

ment and modeling approaches to determine/derive the two properties and their impact on the radia-

tive forcing.  

Another important issue in climate effects of black carbon aerosol is its semi-direct radiative 

forcing, which is especially important for the strong BC source region, such as mega-city cluster. 

Cooling of the lower parts of an atmospheric layer, combined with heating aloft and horizontal flux 

divergence, leads to increased stability of the layer, reduced vertical air exchange, and (assuming 

constant aerosol sources at the ground) steady increase of particulate pollution in the layer. This 

enhancement of particle concentrations in turn leads to further warming aloft (due to the absorption 

of solar radiation by the anthropogenic aerosol particles, soot for example), even stronger stability 

and further delimited vertical mixing in the layer. Thus, a positive feedback is established in which 

the presence of the pollutant (absorbing particles) enhances its concentration. Such feedback mech-

anisms have been detected over South Asia and the Indian Ocean [Podgorny et al., 2000] [Rama-
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nathan et al., 2001] [Menon et al., 2002] [Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008] and elsewhere [Ja-

cobson, 2001]. Suppression of precipitation due to such processes has been hypothesized by [Zhao 

et al., 2006]. Further studies have discussed about atmospheric stability [Ramanathan et al., 2005] 

caused by absorption due to aerosol particles. [Rudich, 2003] report on increased convection out of 

the boundary layer into the overlying air induced by aerosol absorption of solar energy. Further ef-

fects on regional circulation have been reported by [Chung and Seinfeld, 2002] and on evaporation 

of boundary layer clouds by [Ackerman et al., 2000]. Enhanced stability due to aerosols has also 

been hypothesized to reduce wind speeds [Jacobson and Kaufman, 2006]. However, solid experi-

mental validation of these simulation results is still lacking. 

In PRD region, we conducted two international intensive field campaigns, namely PRRID-PRD 

2004 and PRID-PRED 2006 [Zhang et al., 2008]. One of the most important tasks designed for the-

se field experiments is to reduce the uncertainties in estimates of direct aerosol forcing and heating 

by black carbon. Here the major findings regarding the soot mixing state and particle hygroscopici-

ty, as well their related radiative effects, are summarized. 

 

Soot mixing state 

 

The aerosol mixing state was investigated with an optical closure study at Xinken, Pearl River 

Delta of China [Cheng et al., 2006]. As shown in Figure 1,on the basis of in situ aerosol microphysi-

cal and chemical measurements and a two-component aerosol optical model an internal consistency 

algorithm was developed to model the mass ratio (r) of externally mixed black carbon (EC) to total 

EC, which minimized the discrepancies between measured and calculated optical properties. The 

rest of EC was assumed to be internally mixed.  

 
Figure 1. Framework of the dry optical closure and retrieval algorithm of EC mixing state. The explanations 
of the symbols and functions can be found in the main text. 
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A time series of r was retrieved. Good agreement between model and observation was found, on the 
order of ±15% for total/back scattering coefficients and ±10% for absorption coefficient (see Figure 
2). 
 

 
Figure 2. Time series of measured and modeled, absorption coefficient, σabs,MAAP and σabs,Mie at 630 nm. 
Measurements are represented by black solid points, with error bars indicating double standard deviations 
(2s). The results of the Mie calculation are bounded by the upper and lower limits of the grey area, where the 
upper/lower limit corresponds to 2s. 

 

The retrieved EC mixing state was presented in Figure 3. Strongly dependent of EC mixing state 

on the local wind patterns at Xinken was found. When north/northeasterly winds prevailed, the air 

came from the urban and industrial areas of mainland China, and EC was mainly externally mixed 

with an average r of 85 ± 12%.When the airflow was controlled by a weak local wind system, the 

mixing state showed a pronounced diurnal variation. During daytime the wind speed was nearly 

zero. This favored the increase of local pollution, and the average r was about 95%. However, dur-

ing nighttime the EC mixing state transformed to be internally mixed apparently with an average r 

of 53 ± 15%, which can be explained by a more aged air mass. The south/southeasterly winds com-

ing from the sea were found to have the most important effect on the transformation of EC mixing 

state in the night, but fairly rapid local aging processing was also observed. 
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Figure 3.Time series (12-hour) of the mass ratio of externally mixed EC to total EC, with one standard devia-
tion of the retrieval from Monte Carlo simulation as the error bars. Wind patterns are presented as vectors at 
two vertical heights (ground level and 100 m), as well as 12-hour averaged ambient relative humidities and 
1-hour averaged Angström exponent of 450–550 nm. 
 

Hygroscopic growth 

 

Taking the measured particle hygroscopicity into account in the optical (MIE) simulation, as 

shown in Figure 4, the simulated and observed aerosol extinction at ambient conditions (relative 

humidities) generally agree with R2 of 0.80 and discrepancy within 10%, except for an outlier on 

298.96 DOY. The uncertainties of the two data sets have been taken into account in the linear re-

gression by using the statistical method described in [Brauers and Finlayson-Pitts, 1997], and the 

results are statistically significant. It should be emphasized that the POLLY lidar observed aerosol 

extinctions ( ) were observed at 60 or 150–300m height during night- or daytime, 

respectively, whereas the modeled values ( ) are based on the surface measurements. 

Consequently, good agreement can only be expected during times at which a well-mixed boundary 

layer was observed (297.5–297.79 and 298.5–298.79 DOY, [Tesche, 2006]). Maximum devia-

tions are observed during 298.96–299.04 DOY when a high concentration of pollutants accumu-

lated at the ground due to calm wind during the whole night ([Cheng et al., 2008] [Eichler, 2006]). 
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Figure 4.Comparison of the simulated ambient extinction coefficients ( ) and the one 
( ) measured at 60m or150–300m during night- and daytime, respectively, by the Raman 
LIDAR system (POLLY). The ambient extinction coefficients are normalized with those at dry conditions 
( ). The error bars are presented as the uncertainties with one standard deviation (s, at 68% confi-
dence level), for which only the uncertainties of the simulated and measured  have been taken into 
account, but not the uncertainties of the dry ones. 
 

Influences of relative humidity (RH) on aerosol optical properties and direct radiative forcing 

are investigated based on observation and modeling studies in the Pearl River Delta region of Chi-

na. As shown in Figure5a, at 550 nm, the scattering coefficient increases with a factor of 1.54 and 

2.31 at a RH increase from 30% to 80% and 90%, respectively. This ratio is mainly controlled by 

the particle growth factor fg, and generally increases with increasing wavelength and decreasing 

particle effective diameter. In 2006, higher hygroscopic growth factors were found in Guangzhou 

city site due to larger contribution of sea salt [Liu et al., 2008]. 

Regarding the humidity dependence of single scattering albedo (SSA, ω0) (see Figure5b), from 

RH 30% to 90%, the average single scattering albedo (ω0) changes from ~0.77 to ~0.94. This means 

along with water coating, absorption and scattering of aerosol particles both increase. As seen in 

Figure5b, the critical single scattering albedo are not very sensitive to the mixing states and increase 

with increasing RH (  = 0.77 and = 0.80). The estimat-

ed  at XK is relatively low compared to the general in the pol-

luted areaof 0.85 [Johnson et al., 2004]. By comparing the RH dependence curves of 

and  for different EC mixing states, it is found that if the aero-

sol at Xinken of PRD is assumed to be externally mixed, the effect of aerosol direct radiative forc-

ing ( )in the surface boundary layer is cooling. However, assuming an internal or coated mixing 

state of EC, no pronounced  is observed when RH<60%, i.e., the climate effect of aerosol is at 

the edge of heating and cooling, whereas a cooling effect can be observed as RH>60%. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure5.(a) Humidification factors of particle light scattering at wavelength of 550nm. (b) Humidification 
factors of particle single scattering albedo ω0,550 nm. 
 

The estimation of aerosol direct radiative forcing (ΔFR) in the surface boundary layer at XK 

strongly depends on RH and the EC mixing state, demonstrated in Figure 6. Assuming an internal 

or coated mixture of EC, no pronounced ΔFR is observed when RH<60%, whereas a cooling effect 

arises while RH>60%. Under the actual BC mixing conditions at XK, the effect of ΔFR is cooling. 

Over40% of this cooling effect is contributed by water at RH 80% and ΔFR at RH 90% exceeds that 

at RH 30% by about a factor of 2.7. 
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Figure 6. Humidification factor of aerosol direct radiative forcing (ξFR,550nm) in the surface boundary layer of 
Xinken at wavelength of 550nm for three different mixing states of elemental carbon. 
 

 

Radiative and dynamic effects of absorbing aerosol particles 
 
 Based on the ground measured aerosol hygroscopicity, retrieved EC mixing state and sun-

photometer observed aerosol optical depth, a simple radiative transport model [Seinfeld and Pandis, 

1998] is used to estimate the aerosol radiative forcing at Xinken, Pearl River Delta of China. The 

results are presented in Figure 7. It was found that at Xinken, the aerosol radiative forcing is actual-

ly very sensitive to the EC mixing state. With increasing wavelength, the “warming” effect is weak-

ened when EC is internally mixed, while the “cooling” effect is strengthened with externally mixed 

EC or retrieved EC mixing state at Xinken. 

 The average daytime relative humidity at Xinken during field campaign was about 53%. In 

general, even with completely internally mixed EC, the “warming” effect is still relatively small 

with ΔFR,550nm of +4 2 Wm-2. However, if EC exists in completely externally mixture, the aerosol 

“cooling” effects could be as low as -15 4 Wm-2. When taking the actual mixing state of EC at 

Xinken in to account (rXK), the aerosol radiative forcing is estimated to be about -13 3 Wm-2. This 

has been far beyond the global average aerosol radiative forcing (-0.3 to -2 Wm-2) and the warming 

effects of greenhouse gases (+2.5 to +2.7 Wm-2) [IPCC, 2007]. 
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Figure 7.Estimated aerosol direct radiative forcing at 380, 450, 550, 700 and 880nm with three different EC 
mixing states (internal mixture with r=0, external mixture with r=1 and retrieved EC mixing state rXK). 
 

The radiative and dynamic effects of absorbing aerosol particles were explored based on 

ground-based measurement campaign conducted in a highly polluted region in southeast of China in 

October–November 2004 [Wendisch et al., 2008] during the PRDID-PRD campaign [Zhang et al., 

2008]. The experiment focused on absorbing aerosol particles and their effects on the solar radiation 

field and local meteorology. A Raman lidar in conjunction with Sun photometer data measured pro-

files of particle extinction; ground-based in situ data of aerosol optical properties were collected by 

nephelometer and absorption photometer. Exceptionally high values of aerosol optical depth of up 

to 1.5 were observed, with elevated strong absorbing aerosol layers. The radiative simulations were 

used to drive a dynamic model of the planetary boundary layer (PBL). With this model the temporal 

course of the height of the PBL was simulated and compared with respective lidar data. The results 

(see Figure 8) show that the height of the PBL is significantly decreased due to the warming of the 

aerosol particles at the top of the PBL. In this way, the stabilizing effect of absorbing aerosol parti-

cles within the PBL was confirmed by a combination of experimental and modeling means. 
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Figure 8. Modeled PBL (planetary boundary layer) heights without aerosol (“NO Aerosol”; thick solid line), 
and with aerosol and dry particle single-scattering albedos o of 1.0, 0.9 and 0.8. The measured PBL height is 
marked by a thin solid line with circles. 
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